
 

Thank you for joining us for a month of PEACE!

Sunday Schedule

November 1, 2020

Elisha Helps a Family
2 Kings 4:1–7

Goal: To hear how God helps a 
family

November 15, 2020

A Girl Shares Her Faith
2 Kings 5:1–14

Goal: To practice sharing our faith 
with others

November 8, 2020

Abigail Makes Peace
1 Samuel 25

Goal: To explore ways that show-
ing hospitality to others can help 
bring peace

November 22, 2020

Work for Peace and Justice
Micah 4:1–8

Goal: To learn what peace and 
fairness feel like
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November 1, 2020  

Elisha Helps a Family 

Praying God’s Grace 
NEED: some paper, scissors, pens or markers, choose one: 
tape-glue-stapler  
 
Create paper chains of gratitude. Spend a few minutes 
cutting strips of paper. Write or draw one each strip:   Ways you can help people in need    Names of people who have helped you  

Ways that God has helped you.  
 

Make a chain with your strips. Hold the strip with the writing facing out.  Connect the two ends in a 
circle and secure it with tape, glue, or stapler.  Take the next strip; feed it through the circle with the 
writing facing out so you can read it.  Connect the two ends in a circle and secure it with tape, glue, 
or stapler. Continue until all of your strips are connected.   
 
Invite a family member to do this too.   
Then connect chain to yours until 
all the strips make one big chain. 
Invite everyone to hold part of the chain.  
 
Offer God an echo prayer of gratitude for the ways we experience God’s care. 
Loving God, / 
Thank you for food and shelter from the storm. / 
Thank you for clothes that help to keep us warm. / 
Thank you for . . . (prompt responses from the group). 
Amen. 

 

  



November 8  

Abigail Makes Peace 

Read Abigail’s story about making peace.  Then try your hand at the Word Search.  You have to find the 
missing words by looking them up in your Bible.   

 

 



 

  



November 15, 2020  

A Girl Shares her faith 

NOTE: you might want to copy and  enlarge this page 

 

 

  



November 22, 2020  

Work for Peace and Justice 

Think about Micah’s vision of peace.  Is that what peace looks like today?  What would be YOUR vision 
for today?  What pictures or images would you use to use to tell people your age about Micah’s vision? 
Think about pictures or images relating to specific conflicts.(For example, what would “beating swords 
into plowshares” look like in a school struggling with racial tensions?) 

THEN: Using colored pencils or pens, fill the thought balloon with images 

and words that illustrate your modern-day vision.  

When finished, share your work with a friend, a parent, or a trusted adult.   

Wonder together, 
what might you do 
or say to help your 
visions become a 
reality. 
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